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REGEN-COMPUTER PROGRAM TO c;ENERArE MULTIVARIATE
OBSERVATIONS FOR LINEAR REGRESSION EQUATIONS*
ttv YOEL HAITOVSKY ANt) SInNEY JACOItS
In the past feit rears the Na tiorial Bureau has hee'n gii'ing increasi,iemphasis to esearch in econometrics
and ineiltodologe. A.s part of this effort, the REGEN (REgression GENorator) conrptiterprogrwlt was
det'eloped. This program oi'rs the statisticiana method of inuestigu ting the sampling properties of
estimators when ana)t'tical methods fail or when rhehe'eonte more cos tlt/i.n tfw mmdereite coptth'r
time needed for this program. The program uses a .'n/onte ('urh, technique which sinttilotes the taking of
a random sample of multirarjate ohserrai;o,is which catisfe a linear equation. The riser of the progrwit
mar sped/v tire equation, and the mean, standard errors, distributions, anal autineorrn'!atinnris of the
independent i'ariables and of the error term, as well a.c the corre!amumn fret wrn'n successive raruthies The
commonly used distributions are included oi tire programs: moreover proiisimmni is ntade Jiir the user to
add his own distrrhutwns to the program. teaturn'c imuludcd in the program arm': lagged i'ariahhs. niultipie
rime series, multicollinearitm, errors of measurement lsuperimjseed oti independent rririahlesi. sampling
front previously somrttla ted poptihitions or front a ;nidtitle rinse series, and a gre ation of olrserrat,ons
i II rc'stn(tof the program can he sai'ed either teiripararily in the internal coin purer ritemor r or per-
rtianeti nv (lii ,anls or magnetic tape. This makes it pnsibh' to mni,dify prmtiotnslv generated ohseriatinnis
hr any of the ahot-e-nicririoned u'clatiques-lniot/te'r power/al ha ilit_y that tmss tins retrietabihii iof rite
tiara is the repetition option. which ulloirs pre'rious data to he reused. hut in sew equations or with new
error tertus. TIre authors shore iiorc this nra.Lies it possible to somilate simntnlraneotis equation probk'nts.
I. INmonucrIoN
Propertiesofestimators canbederived notonly byanalytical methods. but also
through experimentation with models with known (or prespecified) structure and
properties. The most commonly usedofthis classofanalysesisthe so-called
Monte Carlo method. Its main use in statiStical methodology is to investigate
sampling properties of estimators when analytical methods fail or are too cumber-
some. When the statistician has thisobjective in mind he may simulate a "universe"
by specifyingits structure and parameters. and the distributionsofthe random
variables appearing in the "universe." Then, the "universe" is sampled and the
statistical technique under investigation is applied to the sample. By repeating the
laststep enough times, he can generatethe distribution ofthe estimators under
investigation, from which their sampling properties can be derived.
Itisthebelief ofthe authors that the potentialsofthe Monte Carlo analysts
are notfully recognized bymost statisticians. Many other statisticians are reluctant
* The authors would like to thank the reading committee V. K. ('hettv. Gregory Chow. Thomas
Sargent. and especially its chairman Franklin Fisher for comments and suggestions that improved
both the program and the paper. We are indebted to Mr. Barry Geller for his patience and care in
checking the accuracy of tesi runs of the program and for preparing Section IV of this paper .'and to
Mrs. Virginia Melizer for editorial assistance. Finally, we arc grateful to John R. Meyer for his steady
encouragement and support for the proiect
An economic justification for the use of Monte Carlo analysis is given by R. Sotumers 1965):
'A capital intensise approach to the small sample properties of various simultaneous equation esti-
mators.'' Econonterrica 33.II. His argument is that high power analytical ability is becoming a
scarce resource as compared to the availability of computer time Thus, rational economic behasior
would involve shifting towards more capital intensive methods.
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to use it hecause it lacks the elegance andgenerality of analyticalmethods Th authois indeed recoem,e these lilllitationsand the danger of makingerrolle()IJs inferences by investigating onlya narrow range of possiblestructures andparani- eters. Thus there is an additional burdenon the user of the Monte ('ark)methods the need to iii estigate a widerange of parameters and many possibleeouihinatioiis s'hen several t)arametersate involvedI lowe'er, the authoibejie e thatif appropriate computer J)rOgtitnls are madereadily available to thestatisticjaii the relative ease of applyint thisexperimental" approach willmore than COi])fleI1Sit for the extra work involvedin checkine a wide range of possibilities
The specific purpose01REGEN, the computerprogram described inthis paper, is to generate mult ivariate observationswhich satisfa linear equation These observationsmay serve as either a sampleor a universe foranalyziiig estimators of linearregressions. A dependent variable will heConstructed as a linear combination of severalindepetident variables plusan error term with specified distribution andparameters. (It will he shown inSection II thatthis procedure ma be used also toconstruct systems of structuralequations.) The gen- erated data will he printed andpunched on cardsor saved on niagnetictapes, and will be ready for theapplication of the estimationtechnique under investigation The program was made flexibleenough so that a greatvariety of structuresand a wide choice ofparameters and distributionsmay he Postulated.
The plan of the paperis as follows: a detailed descriptionof the mainprogram and the available options ispresented in Section 11, themethods used ingenerating the variables and therandom number generatorsused for thispurpose are de- scribed in Section III. SectionIV contains a listing ofthe input used ina specific example and the outputgenerated by it. and finally SectionV contains the listing of the computer algorithm,which also includes the inputinstructions
11. DmsciuprçOF TIlE EFFECT OF Ti-iFAl.(;oiuTtmf
BasicRet'ressjo,iGe'nerwjo,,
The programgenerates random variables X1,..,,A", r by sampling, in effect, from infinite populationsV \'I'represent the independentvariables in a regression while .isan error variable whosemean is forced to zero. Theuser specifies the number ofindependent variablesp. the number of observationsn, and, for each randomvariable, the distributionits mean and standarderror,2 as well as the correlationr between the populationscorresponding to variables X1 and X' -for 12 p. The uniform, Gaussian-nor,iilexponential, and Cauchy distributionsare available in theprogram. Other distributionscan easily he added to theprogram by the user. (For details,see the comments in theprogram listi rig.)
The user can alsospecify autocorreljtjicoeflicients for each independent variable, that is,correlations between X and,Vfor I = I.....p. By doingthis, the usergenerdtes values whichsimulate the observationsof a time series. The 2Tue userisnotbossescr limited to distributionsahose first and secondmoments are defined Thus for the ('auchdistrjhutii,n theprogram interprets the two inputIlloments as the centerof sYmmetry and the Interqwiririjerange (the dstance betweenthe 25th and 75th percentile),respectisel, olihe specified populationISamelS.'ilks. M:z/Jt',n(J(j((j) S,,,t1s,151962, pp255- 256.
44number of observations ol this time series isan integer 1. which is Provided by the
user. This number is used to subdivide the a observations on each independent
variable X' and on ; into in autocorrelated seriess ith / observations per series,
where mx!=a. Altogether there are inx(p -i-I) scries composed of in Sets of
(p -t-i )-tuples. Thus the program simulates in observational units(e.g. individuals
or families) by providing ni multiple time series, each consisting ol / multiple obser-
vations of (p + I) tuples. Each observational unit is linked through time by the
autocorrelations, which are common to all units, but may he dilkrent !r each
variable. Applications are discussed inSections 3.2 and4below. Noticethat when
both the correlation and autocorrelation options are jointly used, i.e. when auto-
correlated series are to be intercorrelated, the user must choose compatible
specifications (for conditions that must be satisfIed ci. Section 3. Step 3).
In addition the user may request that variable .V' be lagged by k1ohservations.
I.....p. These lagged variables will appear (in addition to .' ' V and L)
'is \'P4Ixrwhere q is the number of k1 that are greater than iero. flu the
following discussion q if present has been absorbed into p for brevity.)
Once these p variables have been generated. the program then calculates the




where regression coefficients //, and an intercept fi0 are supplied by the
user, and each variable X as well as 1: is a column vector with n entries.
1-lowever, the user may request the program to include among the independent
variables a dependent variable Y lagged by s (>0) observations. We writeibr
observation t of Yand X for observation t of X,=I.....ii. Then. the user must
also supply initial values Yy2'''''V_for the dependent variable, and
coefficients C1,C2,..., Cfor the autoregressive part. Then for t0. equation (1)
becomes
p
(2) =[jO+C_ ± JLX,± r..
a By the aboveprocedures the programgenerates a set ofobservations satisfying
r the user's specifications. This much of the procedure will he referred to as a basic
regression generation. After a basic regression generation. the user can (a) request
s modifications of it. and/or (b) request another basic regression generation. and so
on. The ouput from a basic regression generation. and from each modification
requested, consists of the dependent variable Y, the independent variablesXIand
the error variable,for each observation. The output can be printed, punched, and,
1 or saved on binary tape at the user's option.
Modifications:
I. Muhicollinearity








Then recalculate the dependent variable 1. using specified regression
Coefficients
which may be different from those that were used in the basicregression generation
This step may he repeated several times in SLICCCSSIOn to generateseveral additiojial
variables that are linear combinations ofthe preceding variables. this
modificatioi1
cnn1iineton with Moditicaiin 2 below, generates regressions thattre useful in
studying multicollinearity.
2. Errors 0/Mt'asu,einem
For each variable X. i = I.....p obtained in the basicregression generatjo0
(or in the multicollinearity option). generate an error variable L whose(liStributioji
and standard error is specified by the user. Then superimposethis erroron the
variable:= X -i- E'. The user has the choice, in this modificationofreealeulat
ing or not recalculating the dependent variable Y If V isnot recalculated E1can
be regarded as the error of measurement in the variable.V. whereas thei: variable
mentioned earlier can be regarded as the error ofmeasurement in the variable Y
(The user can also specify the mean andautocorrelation of each E, andthe
correlation between E and EI = 2, p. but all these are normallyzero.)
3.Swnpling
3.1.Sanipling /bm, a single population.The output discussedso far may be
regarded as a random sample froman infinite population, or itmay be itself
regarded as the total population. In the lattercase, the user can use the sampling
option to request a random sample, of specifiedsample size, from this totalpopula-
tion. (This is a special case of 3.2 below.) Thiscan he done repeatedly to simulate
repeated sampling from a fixed population.
3.2.Sampling front a repeated populationorer lime.This modification considers
the observations obtained bya basic regression generation,or by a previously
executed modification, to hea succession of in observational units, eachunit being
traced over / time intervals (i.e..a time series of / observations). For eachof the /
time intervals, the program selectsa random sample of the m observational units
and outputs the observations forthese units only. Theuser can request either a
new sample for each time periodor the same sample for all the time periods.i.e.,
a panel. The user specifies I, in. and thesample size.
4.Aggregatiou
This modificationaggregates observations by summing foreach time interval
over the observations obtainedfrom a basic regressiongeneration or from a
previous modification Thisis most likely to be of interestwhen the observations
were obtained from a basicregression generation using the time series option.
Modifications 3 and 4can be usefully combined, and appliedto a Monte Carlo study of regressionparameters estimated by pooling timeseries and cross-section
data.3 This is done bygenerating time series for eachindividual in a population.






Aggregation across the population in a given "time interval" results in aggrecative
time series data. Sampling within a "time interval'' results in cross sectional
samples.
5. Repetition olDaui
5.1. In this modification the program generates an error vector only, and then
recalculates the dependent variable in accordance with equation (1), using pre-
viously generated values of the independent variables. (These repeated values of
the independent variables may be already in core or may be read into core from a
binary tape that was either created by this program or obtained from another
source.) If the regression coefficients and the specifications of the error variable are
left the same for each repetition, the process can be interpreted as simulating
repeated samples drawn from the same distribution. Flowever, one can also change
the error specification and regression coefficients.
5.2. Sinuiltanc'ous equations.Another application of this option, in which the
regression coefficients are different for each repetition. is to the so-called simulta-
neous equation problem in which one has a system of equations
Yr=xB+U
in which Visa nonsingular p x p matrix, Yand U are each t x p matrices, while X
is t x q and B isq x p. Here each column of the matrix U represents an error term.
Ifwe multiply both sides of (3) by F -we obtain an equivalent system of equations
called the reduced form:
i=Xit+UA
where it = BF' and A = F
Lare respectively q x p and p x p matrices.
To generate this problem with our program. we regard (4) as p distinct
problems, where each problem has the form:
Column i of lefthand side of (4) = column iof righthand side of (4) for
i=l.....1)
or formally, problem number i is
= Xhithi + ... + Xn + U1iV1 + ... + Ut1A
where Y1, X, Uk are the ith,jth. and kth z xI column vectors olmatrices Y. X. and
U respectively (1 = lpj =1, qk = I p) and irand A are the
entries in column i. row j of matrices it, A respectively. Thus problem numberi is
just an ordinary regression (see equation (I)) with dependent variableY = Y.
constant fL, = 0, q + p independent variables X', X2.....X".fJ'. U2U.
and error term = 0, and regression coeflicients
= t1ll2 = fJq = ?tq.fq+1A'1 .....11q+p =
If one is interested in including an intercept in (3), one should interpretX' as a
i xIvector of ones. In this case ir'1should be input as the (possibly nonzero)
intercept fi1 for the i-th problem. To generate all the data for the reducedform of the
simultaneous equation problem, one runs problem numberIwith its beta
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coetlicients (equation(5)withiI), obtainingY', X'. X",(P. W'. Then
one runs successively problems 2, 3 p using the repetition option in each case,
obtaining Y2 P For each of thep problems one sets the error vectori: equal to zero, by specifying its standarderror to be iero.
Any of these p problemscan also include a lagged dependentvariable (see equation (2)). In particular, ifone wants the same lagged variableto be used in several of the p problems,one can arrange for the lagged variableto be Y '.gencrate
2 etc.in problem I, andrepeat this lagged variable inany of problems 2, 3.....p.
Finally, we illustrate how therepetition of data optioncan be used to generate
a system of equations in which Y2lagged occurs in the 1stequation and Y lagged occurs in the 2nd equation. Forsimplicity, assume that therearc only two equations in all, and that theyare already in reduced form:
ylfJo + /JjV1+/iP1y1 + ).11U'+ 12u2
=+Y ',x1+ + 21U' +222u2.
If we lag equation(7) by one observationwe obtain an expression for Y1which can be substituted intoequation (6). giving
V1 + (fl1y0) +f31x' + A11u'+ ).12u2+I1p+ tYiXi
+ fp+I21j +Ip+l'.22-1 + Ip+lp+I-2
The pair of simultaneousequations (6'), (7) is equivalentto the given pair (6), (7), andmoreover can be generated byREGEN, because Y2 hasbeen eliminated in (6'). Onegenerates equation (6')as problem I. in whichone also generates 111 (even though it doesnot occur explicitly in theequation) along with theother lagged variables. Then,using the repetitionof data option,one passes Von to equation (7). which isgenerated as problem 2.
Ill. MEnlO!) OFGENERATING VARIABLES
Once thep independent variableshave beengenerated, the remaining variables (namely thedependent variable laggeddependent andindependent variables) samples, andaggregates are generated inaccordance with the formulae and methods describedin Section II. Itremains to describe, inthe present section the method ofgenerating the p independentvariables. The followingdiscussion also applies to thegeneration of the errorvariables E' used inModificatioii 2 (see Section II).






















n X1,j = I.....p (and for:, which the program considers as X"' I) the prograni
e. invokes the generator for its distribution n times. obtaining random numbers
al x,I.....n. We denote the observed mean of these n numbers by M1 (M1
will be statistically "near'' to /:j
Ce As is well known all the statistics computed Irom the sample will differ From
in the corresponding population specillcations. The deviation will depend on the
te sample size and on the population specitications. The deviation will he particularly
2, pronounced when small correlation coelilcients are specified (see R. A. Fisher.
Statistical Methods jr Research ftjrkers, 1925. pp. 8l84) and when large
te variances (relative to the same size) are requested. The program is designed to
ed reflect this situation, so that the observed statistics will be close, but not necessarily
ns equal to the user's specifications.
These quantities X0 undergo several operations whose ellect is to transform
the column vector X0 so that it meets the user's specifications for the variable X'.
We use the following notation for the user's specifications.
XIV!,mean ofj-th variable
Sstandard error ofj-th variable
Aautocorrelation of j-th variable
R,correlation between X'and X
The steps to obtain the variable X are as follows:
Step. I. Calculate the observed mean .V, of X3:
= XM + (M
Step 2. Replace X0 by a normalized variable whose observed mean is 0. and
whose expected standard error is 1.0:
= (X1 -
Step 3. If the time series option is used, an autocorrelation equal to A is
specified for X3. The interdependence between autocorrelations and intercorrela-
tions is expressed by the restriction
[1.0 R(l.0 + A1)] <A < 1.0- R(l.0 - A11)
for] = 2,. .., p.If the specified A does not meet this restriction, it is equated to the
nearer of the two bounds.
Moreover, because of this interdependence, one finds that one must impose an
autocorrelation equal to A instead of A, where
A'1 = A1,
= (A.RA_1)/(l - R).j = 2.....p.
The variable X-' with expected autocorrelation A, but with expected mean and
standard error unchanged from Step 2, is produced by the replacement:
X1 unchanged
X,, = X,-1A + XJ\/'L0 (Ax, i2.....ii.
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Step 4. Impose an expected correlation R between .V' and X'by the replacc
ment
= 'ij\
successively forI = 2 p ibis also hasthe et1ct of changing theexpected
autocorrelation of X from the value tli, of Step 3. back toas specified. but with-
out disturbing the mean and standard error of Step 3.
Step 5. Change the expected mean and standard error of X to the specified
values by the replacement
xi) = xJsJ +
The simplest illustration of the above operations is for the case where allthe
,41's and Rs are zero. Then the net effect of Steps 15 is the transformation
X11 = XM + (X1 -
Remarks on the Random Number Generators
in the following paragraphs. the particular random numbergenerators
implemented in the program are identified. We emphasize, however, that theuser
can incorporate his own generators into the program either in place ofor in
addition to those presently in the program. For each generator,one supplies to
the main program the mean and standard error of the distribution.one call state-
ment to the subroutine, and, ifapnropriate, statements to supplya starting random
number or retrieve the final random number.
The uniform random number generator used by theprogram is RANNO
(Harvard Computing Center), which employs thepower residue method to
generate random numbers between 0 and I. it allows theprogram to supply the
starting random number, which is to be specified by theuser. In addition to its use
in producing random variables, RAN NO is also usedto select sample observations
in Modification 3, Section II.
The nornial random number generator is GAIJS, whichapplies the central
limit theorem to 12 uniform random numbers obtainedfrom RANNO to generate
one normal number. Siibrjutine GAUS thus indirectlyuses the same starting
random number as RANNO.
The random numbers from the exponentialand Cauchy distributions are
obtained from entry points EXPRN and CAUCHYrespectively of a subroutine
ORMC, which calls a subroutine FLOAT.The subroutines for these two distribu-
tions were originally coded for theIBM 704 by R. E Coveyou and J. G. Sullivan
(SHARE distribution No. 743) and havebeen slightly modified for use on the
IBM 7094. A version for System 360.with different random number routines will
be available shortly.
IV. SAMPLE INPUT AND OUTPUT
A sample of the input optionsand variable parameters (not in input format)





























1N1uT OPt IONS FOR iso RrGRLssioN (iINI:RA1ION PRORAM
No. of Observations = 20
No. of Variables = 4
NEW SAVE PUN COYIC EM SAMP 1IXS
0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0
CS REXIS DRTAPE NOP NOREPITS
0 0 I 1 0 5 0 5
Starting Random No. 3579
Distribution for Variable I 2 :s 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
I 2 3 4 2 0 0 0 0 0
Dependent Variable Lagged by 0 Observations
Independent Variable No. I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Lagged by
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 Observations
Maximum Lag of Indep. Variables is 0
No. of Lagged Indep. Variables is 0
Specified Means of Independent Variables
100.000 50.000 1.000 .- 20.000
Specified Standard Errors of Independent Variables (Error Term Last(
!0.000 lOOt.) 5.000 10.000 100.000
Specified Auto-correlations of Independent Variah!es
0.500 0.595 0.741 0.900 0.000
Specified Correlations Between Successive Variables
0.000 0.900 0.800 0.600
Regression Coefficients Intercept Last;
2.000 1.000 20.000 5.000 45.000
respectively. Appendix 1 consists of a listing of the first partof the program. while
Appendix 11 shows the input for the sample problem.The user specifies the following
(see Table A):
20 observations on four independentvariables are to be generated
(NEW = 0);
The observations shall be neither saved onbinary tape (SAVE = 0) nor
punched on cards (PUN = 0)
(ci Both the covariance and thecorrelation matrices of the independent
variables are to he printed (COV = I):
No variable which is a linear combinationof independent variables is
created (LC = 0) and no errors of measurement aresuperimposed on
any of the independentvariables (EM = 0);
No previously generated time series datain core are to he used (SAMP =
FIXS0) and thus, no aggregation ofpreviously generated time series
(CS = 0);
(1' 1 No generation of the error for repeated useof the data (REX = 0):
(g) Autocorrelated variables aregenerated (TS = 1):
(Ii) The unadjusted random numbers asgenerated by the random number
generator are printed (DB = I), forthe first five observations (of thetotal
20) that are to be printed (NOP = 5):
No printing is suppressed (NOREP =0) except or the last 15 observa-
tions, and no variables (independenL error. ordependent) are obtained
from binary tape (TAPE = 0); and
Five time intervals of time series data arerequested (LTS = 5).
51Theprogram also prints the iiumhcr from which the randomnumbergenerit()[
begins generating random numbers (13579) after which the (listrihutJon for each
variable is shown. As can he seen from laNe A, variable I hasa normal (listrihuijon
(code I), variable 2 has a unifomi distrlhutir)n (2), variable 3 hasan cxponeiltial
distribution (3), variable 4 has a ('auchv distribution (4)and the error varjahk
(variable 5 has a unifoi iii disti ibution (2. Thereare no lagged variables in the
sample.
The program then prints the parametcrs of theindependent variables specified
by the user. For example. variable I hasa mean of 100 and a standarderror of ID
while the error term (printed last) hasa mean of zero and a standarderror of 1(8)
The auto-correlations of the independentvariables as well as the specifiedcor-
relations between successive variablesare also printed in Table A. Moreoverthe
user-specified regression coefficients, whichare used to derive the dependent
variable, are printed (with the interceptterm last).
The generated output is shown inTable B. The unadjusted randomnumbers as generated by the respective random numbergenerators for each of the four
independent variables and for theerror term are shown for the first fiveobserva- tions with respectivemeans, variances and standarderrors. For example, the first live observationson variable I have mean= 0.32915, variance = 0 72072 and standard error= 0.84895. These random numbersare then modified by the
input specifications outlinedabove and the resulting numbers,which conform to the input specificationsare shown in the X-matrjx of TableB. The Y-vector of
dependent variables (to the left of thisX-matrix) is derived by excludingthe last column vector of error terms fromthe X-matrix, multiplyingthe remaining X- matrix by the vector ofpre-specifjedregression coeflicients(excluding theintercept), adding the column vector oferror terms to this product and finallyadding the pre- specified intercept valueto each element of the resultingvector. For example, the first element in the Yvector is derived by first adding theproducts of the elements of the first row vector of theX-matrix (excluding the lastterm) and the respective elementsofthe column sector ofpre-specilied regression coefficients(excluding the Intercept) and then addingthis sum to the sum of theprespecified intercept value and the first elementof the error vectoras follows:
-- 165.23779 = 2(93.64462) + 1(48.83626) + 20(4.39606) + 5) 38.27237)
+ 45 - 167.08019
Thus, the X-matrixconsists of the generated independentvariables and the error terms (printed last) and the Y-vectoris the vector ofdepen(fentvariables generated from this X-matrix and thevector of pre-specified regressionparameters. The program then printsthe observednieans, variances and standarderrors oleach of the outputvariablesas well as thecovarianceand correlation matricesof eachofthe four independentvariables and theauto-correlatjui coeflicients For example, variable I haspre-specified mean equal to 100and pre-specified standard error equal to 10 (see Table A) whilethe variable I produced bythe proeram has mean equal to 95.78670. varianceequal to 29.96899 andstandard error equal to 5.47439, It should henoted that the diagonalelements of the covariancematrix indicate the variance of theoutput variables, while theotIdiagonal elements show
S)their covariances. For example, variableI has variance equal to 29.96924while
the covariance between output variable I and outputvariable 2 is shown to he
equal to 2.69739 (see Table B). The autocorrelationcoefficients of the output
variables are shown at the bottom of Table B.
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0.63554 005784 0.13741 -0.81710 0.01768
-0.88170 0.97590 0.15926 --0.41353 0.03036
0.72417 0.33483 4.85599-0.41580 0.02304
- 1.24956 0.22587 054992-0,899i5 0.86497
039685 0.34075 0.00791 5.20690 (1.98249
Mean
-0.32915 038724 1.142 ID 0.53226 ((.38371
Variance
0.72072 0.12143 4.35134 6.87883 0.24477
Sigma
0.84895 034853 2.08599 2.62275 049474
- 22.53248 95.78670 49.02914 - 3.62400 -- 39.07357 -40.285 13
Variance
37843.89648 29.96899 0.24283 3.88606 29.73509 2937!. 88 159
Sigma
194.53508 5.47439 0.49278 1.97131 5.45299 17!. 38227
Coraria nee
Regression Generation
29.96924 2.697 39 10.79171 2081854
2.69739 0.24786 097 127 1.87347
I0.79171 0.97127 3.886(16 7.49385
20.8 1954 1.87347 7.49385 29. 73 5 14
Correlations
1.00000 0.99990 1.00 0.69740
0.99990 1.000(X) 0.9998 5 0.69721
1.00000 0.999 85 1.00(300 0.69713
0.69740 0.69721 0.69713 1.000(X)
Auto-correlations
-0.68523 -0.68441 -0.68482 -0.95826
Y X Matrix
- 165.23779 93.64462 48.83626 -4.39606 -38.27237 -167.08019
-207.85787 90.39138 48.54377 - 5.5665! -4 1.63328- !62.6875
79.44145 102.67194 49.64899 - 1.14369 - 38.26707 - 165.22511
71.60774 91.71927 48.66317 -5.08730-46.03539 126.42891
268.26692 100.50128 49.45353 - 1.92645-31.15973 167.13852/1
Copies of the REGEN program (decks or print-outs) and related documenta-
tion are available at marginal cost froni the National Bureau of Economic Research.
Contact Charlotte Boschan. Chief of l)ata Processing.
The Ilebrt'w L,mnirer.siI4 Jeru.'i!em (ilI/
i\aiional Bureau of Leonoo,u Research
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A1'PENI)JxI
Lisling of thc First Part of REGEN Program
INPUT INSTRUCTIONS.
REFER TO STATEMEN1S (25. 180. 181. 195 TIIRU 215. ANI)45.
IROGRAM READS AN OPTION (ARI) AND ANY SPECIFICATION CARI)S
REQUIRED. IT THEN GENERATES DATA SPECIFIEI) BY THESE CARI)SI.E. A
BASIC REGRESSION GENERATION (0 IN COLUMN 9) OR ONE OF THE MOI)IFI-
CATIONS I)EFINED IN COLUMNS 119 (I IN COLUMN 9). THEN TIlE I'ROGRAM
RECYCI.ES TO STATEMENT 125 To REAl) ANOTFIER OI'TION CARl). ANI) SO ON.
EXECUTION IS TERMINATED ON READING AN OPTION (ARE) WITh BLANKS IN
COLUMNS I--4.
1) OPTION CARl)
EF IS THE COLUMN NO. OF TIlE RIGHT-MOST COLUMN OF THE FIELD.
IN THAT ORDER. ON BINARY TAPE 9.TIllS TAPE IS REWOUNI)
BEFORE WRITING.
= I.SAVE TUE OBSER VATIONS. .S ABOVE. BUT OMIT EPSILON.
=0.1)0 NOT SAVE TFIE OBSERVATIONS ON BINARY TAPE.
IPUN =2.PIJNCII SERIAl. NO. OF OBSERVATION. X. LAGGED X.
I.AGGEI) Y. EI'SILON. ANt) VNLAGGEI) V. IN THAT ORDER. ON
CARDS (USING SYSTEM PUNCH TAPE 7) IN FORMAT (14.8F9.3
14X8F9.3)).
= I.PUNCH THE OBSERVATIONS AS ABOVE. BUT OMIT EPSILON
=0.1)0 NOT PUNCFI OBSERVATIONS.
12ICOV = I.PRINT CO VARIANCE AND CORRELATION MATRICES FOR X
VARIABLES )UNLAGGEI) i\NI) LAGGED).
=0. OMIT THIS PRINTOUT.
13ILC = I.MULTICOLLINEARITY. GIVEN P X-VARIABLES EITHER
ALREAI)Y IN CORE OR READ INTO CORE FROM BINARY TAPE 9
(SEE ISAVE=2 ANI) ITAPE=2 BELOW). GENERATE A (P-p I (ST
X-VARIABLE AS A LINEAR COMBINATION OF TIlE OThERS,
THIS MOE). REQUIRES SI'ECIFICATION CARI)S FOR A1.PIIA ANt)
BETA ONLY.




04NOBS NO. OF OBSERVATIONS. NCBS+ML.X MUST NOT EXCEED 170(1
0 NVARNO. OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES X.IT I)OES NOT INC1.UI)E
LAGGED INI)EPENI)ENT VARIABLES. LAGGED OR IJNLAGGEI)
1)EPENI)ENT VARIABLES Y. NOR THE ERROR VARIABI.E E1'SILON.
NVAR+NLX MUST NOl EXCEEI) 9 BUT NVAR MUST BE AT LEAST
ONE.
08INEW =0.REQUEST BASIC REGRESSION GENERATION (BRG).
SPECIFICATION CARI)S FOR XM. V. GAMMA IF ITS=I, W. ANI)
BETA ARE REQUIRED.
= I.REQUESTS MODIFICATION (MOD.) OF PREVIOUS BRG OR 01
PREVIOIJS MOl)SPECIFIC MOD. S ARE DEFINEI) IN COLUMNS
13- 19.
10ISAVE=2. SAVE X, LAGGED X. lAGGED V. EPSILON. ANI) UNLAGGEI) V.14IEM = IERRORS (H MEASUREMEN I.GIVEN NVAR PREVIOUSI V
GENERATFI) VARIABlES, AN!) EPSILON ANI) Y, .StJPERIMP()SE AN
ERROR VARIAL3I. F ON EACh OF TIlE NVAR VARIABLES, BET
LEAVE EPSILON AN!) Y IJN('IIAN(IFI'.rift PREVI()1 SlY
(jENFRAlEl) I)AIA MUSt ION BINAR\ LAPIk), .\NI) MAY
HAVE BEEN CREATEI) BY A PREVIOUS BR,i OR MOl).
sEl: ISAVI: .- 2 B[1.OW. O MAY BE IROM SOME Ofl lEE SOUR('I
SI'ECI F. CAR 1)S I)EFINE TI IF SPECIFI('ATI()NS 01 TilE ERROR
VARIABLES.SPECIF. ('ARI)S FOR XM. V. GAMMA II: ItS
ANI) \V ARE REQUIRED.
=0.I(;NORI.
ISISAM1SAMPLING.
IF GREATER TItAN 0, ISANIP IS iIIE SAMPLE SIZEFOR FA('II
TIME INTERVAl.. RANI)OMI.Y SElECT ISAMP OBSERVATIONAL
UNITS. ANI) OUTPUT THE OBSERVATIONS FOR IIIESE UNITS
ONLY.
(THE NO. OF TIME INTERVALS is i.s, Q.V.)
USES PREVIOUSLY GENFRATEI) TIME SERIES I)ATA A1.RIAI)Y i
CORE OR REAl) INTO CORE FROM BINARY TAPE 9 (SEE ISAVE
ANI) ITAPE BELOW).NI) SPECIFICATION CARI)S REQUIREI)
=0. IGNORE.
(7IFXS USEI) IN CONJUNCTION WITh-I ISAMP GREATER THAN 0
=0. FOR EACH TIME INTERVAL, SAM PI.I:T tIE OBSFRVAFIONAI.
UNITS INDEPENI)ENTLY.
= I.FOR EACh TIME INTERVAL. USE TI-IF SAME SAMPI.F OF
OBSERVATIONAL UNITS.
18ICS =1. AGGREGATION.
AGGREGATE PREVIOUSLY GENERATEI) TIME SERIES DATA
(TIlE NO. OF TIME INTERVALS IN TUE TIME SERIES IS ITS.QV.)
NO SPECIFICATION CARDS REQUIRED.
=0.IGNORE.
19IREX =1. REPETITION UI: DATA.
GENERATE AN ERROR VARIABlE. EPSILON ONI.YUSING
PREVIOUSLY GENERATEI) INI)EI'ENDENT VARIABLES.
RECALCULATE THE I)EPENDENT VARIABLE Y.
SPECIFICATION CARDS FOR V. ANt) FOR GAMMA IF ITS= i ARE
NEEDED. IN WHICH ONLY EPSILON IS DEFINED.IN IIIE FIRST
FIELD. THESE CARDS ARE FOLLOWEI) BY fluSPECIFICAIION
CAR!) FOR BETA. IN WIUCII ALL NVAR --I VALUES OF BETA ARE
(lIVEN.
=0IGNORE.
20Il-S = I.GENERATE AUTOCORRELATEI) VARIABLESFOR TIME SERIES
I)ATATIlE NO. OF TIME INTER VAI.S IS i:Is.Q.V.11115 OPTION
IS AVAILABLE IN CONJUNCTION WITH I3RG(INEW=0(. ERROR 01
MEASUREMENT (INEW= I ANI) IEM = I, ANDREPETITION 01
DATA(INFW=l AND IREX=l)
JPROGRAM GENERATES A COMPI.ETE SE! OF115 OI3SER-
VATIONS ON THE AUTOCORRELATII)VARIABLES FOR EA(II
OBSERVATIONAl. UNIT SUCCESSIVELYTIlE NO. 01:
OBSERVATIONAL UNITS IS GIVEN BY NOU=NOBS ITS.TIlE
AUTOCORREL.ATIONS ARE SPECIFIED ONTIlE (',\RI) FOR
GAMMA. Q.V.
=0.IGNORE.
2!II)B = I.PRINT UNADJUSTEI) RANI)OMNIJMI3ERS AS GENERA FF1)
BY THE RANDOM NUMBER GENERATORS(JBROI'lINFS- FOR
ERROR OF MEASURI:MFNT (IEMI). ALSoI'RINTI ill: NIA I RIX
01: ERRORS.
=0.IGNORE. -
22ITAPE=2.OBTAIN THE INI)EPENI)ENTVARIABLES. TIlE ERROR
VARIABLE. ANI) [HI DEPENDENTVARIABLE FROM BINARY I APE9
FOR FURThER I'ROCESSING BY AMOI)IFICATION IINFW= H
TillS OPTION IS NO! AVAILABLEI:OR A IIR(i (INIAV = 0). .-\NI)
55SIIO( 1.0 NOT BE USED H R TIlE ERROR OF MFASURFM}:NF
.\1OI). \VIII('II A(1O\IAII( \I I.()BI\INS DAT.INCLI. I)1N;
OlE ERROR AVAII.AIWF FR()\1 BINARY lAPI0
= i.SAME AS ITAPF= 1 ABOVE. BUT IT IS ASSUMEDTI IAI TIlE
ERRoR VARIABLE IS NO1 PRESENT ON [lIFTAPE.
0IGNORE.
I40 AN 01)1) INTEGER OFJO I)IGITS OR LESS TO BE USLI) ASFLLI IRN SIARTIN( FIXEI) I'OINT QUANTITY FORSUBROUTINES RANNO ANI) GALS UNIIORI ANt) NORMALRANDOM NI JMBER
GENERATORS RFSP.).
ON TIlE 2ND AND LAlER OPTIONCARDS. IRN=() ('AN HE USE!)
TO SIGNAL THE PROGRAM To CONTINUEWIT!! THE NEXT
AVAILABLE STARTING RANDOM NO.AS SAVE!) FROM THE LAST
L'RE(EDING BRG OR MOD. THE PRINTEDOUTPUT SHOWS TUE
ACTUAL STARTING NO USED, SOT hAT TIlE USER CAN
CONTINLTF A SERIES OF EXPERIMENTSFROM WhERE LIE LEFT OFF.
THIS FIELD IS IGNORE!) IN TILEMULTICOUINEARITY ANt)




TILE MEANS AND STANI)ARDERRORS OF ThESE I)ISTRIBUTIONS ARE (;IVfN IN THE LISTINGSTARTING AT STATEMENT 120. NOTE IN THE ERROR OFMEAS. MOI)., SUPPLY A CODEOF 2 FOR I:!'SJ[()\ EVEN T}IOI.JG}l EPSIlONLS NOT AFFECTED BYTHIS MOD.
NOTE -IN THE REPETITIONMOD. ONLY THE CODEFOR EISIL0N NAMF!\' NLJL)IS(NVAR+ I). ISUSEft
54NOBSPNUMBER OF OBSERVATJ)NSTO PRINT tOE EACHOBSERVATIONAL UNIT. IF IJS= I), IF 0,PROGRAI PRINTS ALL. NOBSOBSERVATIONS (OR A 1.1. ITS OBSERVATIONSOF EACH OHS. UNITOF TIME SERIES DATA I!ITS=j.
IF NEGATIVE NO)OBSERVATIONS ARE PRINTEI) 58NOR[:p SUPPRESS TIlE PRINTIN(;OF MEANS, VARIANCESAND STANDARI) ERRORS OFVARIABLES (ANt) Of:AUTOCORREIATIONS IF ITS=Ij.
= 1.IN ADDiTION SUPPRESSTHE PRINTING OF THEREPORT 0! INI'UT. THISSUPPRESSES ALL. PRINTEDOUPUT EXCEPT WHAT MI(;IIT BE REQUFS'ru:I)BY TILE SETTING OF1DB AND NOBSP =0.IGNORi
62US NLrMJIER 0! TIMEINTERVAlS OF TIME SERIESI)ATA NOTE.. UNDER THESAMPIJN(1 OR AGGREGATIONMOl) S. AN INPUT VALUE OFLTS=U IS RESET BY THEPROGRAj TO E.TS= I. I.E. ONE SAMPLEOR ONE AGGREGATEOBSERVATION ONLY RESI. IS TAKENFROl THE ENTIRESET OF 013SF R VATI ONS.
63IQ AN INTFG[:R I3ETWEL:\I ANI) 8 INCLUSIVEUSEE) BY TIlE MUL.TICOLIINI:,\RITY MOD.ONly THE FIRST IQOF THE I'=NVAR.I PREVIOUSLYGENERATE!) INDEPVARIABlES WILl BE USEI) IN OBTAININGA I.INE,\R ('OMBINATION 64I.Y NUMBER 01: TIMEINTER VALS BY W}lI('IlTIlE DEPENI)I;N-F VARI.ABU: IS TO HELAGGEI). LV LAGGEI)
I)EPENI)ENf VARIABLL:S WILL BE OUTPUTWIT!! LAGS OF 1.2'y RESPECTIVElY IF LV IS GREATERTIIAN 0. SPECIFICATION





EM6572 fOR EAChI - l,2 NV\1( FOR 'Al 11(1 II..\I IIS \( )Nu ( 'F NI R.\ I
IX o 1-Til INI>FI'. VARIABlE I.A(i(il-I) BY LXI!) IN'Il.Rv\I.S \S AN
FIIRUAI)I)II'I()NAI. INDIP. VARIABlE
i,X04
74NILX MAXIMUM OFLXIII'S ABOVE.
75N! X NO. OF LAGGED INDEI' VAR tALlIESNO. DI NON-u I XIS
ABOVE).
(II) SPE('IFICATION ('ARI)S
ALL THE CARI)S HAVE FORMAT Il0i').
EACh ITEM iN TILE NAME COlUMN IS A VF('TOR Pt N('II II) ON A SI1'\RATI
CAR I).
NAME MEANING
BY COEFFICIENTS OF AUTOREGRESSION. BY) I). RYI2I HY)l.Y1
REFER TO V -- Ii -2 VLV RESPECTIVElY.
YIN INITIAL VALVES OF I)EPENI)ENT VARIABLL I.I 2.1 IV
IN THAT ORDER.
BY AND YIN ARE INPUT ONLY \VIIEN L'IS (REA! FR1 hAN II.
XM SPECIFIEI) MEANS Oh' INI)EPENI)EN'F \'ARIARI.ISS \MlIl 1ST lIE
SPECIFIEI) MEAN OF TIlE I-Ill INDEF'. VARIABIl:.
SPECIFLEI) STANDARD ERRORS OF INI)EI'I.NI)ENI \'ARIABIFS.
\)N\ AR + I) IS TIlE SII C ii IF I) SI I) FRR( )R 011 P511 ON
GAMMA SPICII III) \UTO( ORRE! \TIO\S 01 I\I)I Pt \L)L NI ' \RI \BI I S
ANI) 01: EPSILON.
INCLUDE TIllS CARL) ONLY \VIIEN II
SPECIE III) IN FFR( ORRE I\I IONS II I\\I I N SI(I sSI\ I
INI)EI'ENF)ENT \'ARIABI,ES. IIIS IGNOREL). FOR I2 NVAR.
W(I) IS TIlE SPFCII:IEL) CORRFI.ATR)N ILETWEENT lIE (I - 1 )ST ANt)
l-TH INDEPENI)ENT VARIABLE.
BETA SPECIFIFI) REGRESSION ('OEFII( I1NTS FOR TIlE INI)EPENI)ENT
VARIABLES. IF NLX IS GREATER THAN 0, COEFFICIENTS
BETAINVAR+ I) RETANVAR NIX) ARE INPUT FOR 1 lIE
lAGGED INDEP. VARIABLES IN ANY ('\SE THE: INTERCEPT OR
CONSTANT tERM IS INPUT AS IhIF LASI BELA. NA\1h:L.'
BETAINVAR + NLXI).
ALPHA COEFFICIENTS FOR TILE LINEAR COMBINATION (;ENERATEI) BY
THE MULTICOLLINEARITY MOD. ONLY ALPIIAIL) TIIRE AL1'IIA(IQ)
ARE USED.
AE'l'I'41nXU
Input I-or Sample Probleni
20400010000000110000000000000)) I 35791 2342IXXX)00(JXX)X)
100. 50. I.-20.
10. 1. 5. 0. 100.
.5 .6 .S .9 .0
.9 .S .6
2. I. 20. 5. 45
204)2010)) 30000
IS 4100100000I001 2000 XX tOt )0 0(X)X)000(XXX
5 4000100000001 1000000000000001 35791 23420(HXX)0)$004i0130502I M)201300033
.5 -.5
50. 40.
IOU. 50. I.-20. 4. . 2. I. .5
10. I. 5. 10. 100.
.5 ,. .5 9
.4 .3 .2
2. I. 20. 5 . . 2. 2. 2. 45.
5 71 0010000 X)I01000(XXXX)000(X)0t touOo()()000t)I (55)0)XX)(X))155
50.
2. I. 20. 5. 1. .
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